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Abstract 
Intrusion detection systems identify unauthorized use, misuse and abuse of computer sy
stems. Some applications have shown that they are capable of detecting a large amount 
of security violations. The detection of network based attacks, however, has been solved 
insufficiently. In addition there are inaccessibilities concerning privacy of the monitored 
users. In this paper we present the intrusion detection system AID which provides new 
features for network and privacy oriented auditing, and a sophisticated real-time analy
sis using knowledge based techniques. The paper describes the objectives and the main 
features of the AID development. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Intrusion detection systems identify actions which are in conflict with the security policy 
in an operation environment. They form a last defense line against most kinds of secu
rity violations that cannot be prevented by authentication and access control. Intrusion 
detection systems provide a powerful audit analysis. They are an important means for 
guaranteeing and maintaining a serious deterrence against potential intruders, misusers 
and abusers. These systems are applied to monitor sensitive applications [Te89], single 
mainframes [Sma88] and local area networks. Network monitoring is provided by distri
buted intrusion detection systems, e.g. IDES [Lu+92], ISOA [WiLa92], CMDS [Pro94], 
primarily based on audit data created by operating systems. Most sophisticated systems 
are network based ones, as DIDS [Sna+92]. They analyse operating system- and commu
nication audit data. 

Current intrusion detection systems are capable of detecting a large amount of violations 
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as shown in some applications. The detection of network based attacks, however, has not 
been solved sufficiently. This is first caused by the lack of appropriate (kernel) functions 
in operating systems supporting communication audit and second, by using very special 
techniques to get audit data on network activities. Futhermore current audit functions and 
intrusion detection systems are not designed considering privacy requirements. They affect 
privacy issues of the monitored users. That might be a reason why intrusion detection 
systems have rarely been used in practice up to now. 

In this paper, we present a new intrusion detection system, called AID (Adaptive In
trusion Detection system) that supports a centralized real-time monitoring of a local area 
network. The main features of AID are: 

• a new approach for network audit based monitoring, 
• functional support for enforcing privacy requirements, and 
• a sophisticated audit analysis using state oriented attack signatures, which are modelled 

by deterministic finite state machines. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the objectives of the AID de
velopment and reflects on related work. In Section 3, we give an overview of the AID 
architecture and its functions. Section 4 describes and discusses our approaches for audit 
and knowledge based audit analysis. Finally, we inform about the current performance of 
the AID prototyp and give an outlook on future research steps. 

2 DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

Intrusion detection in a local area network requires audit data on all security relevant 
activities within the network environment. The analysis of audit data on communication 
activities is still a weakpoint in existing intrusion detection systems. Powerful intrusion 
detection systems as NIDES [An+95] analyse only the few communication-specific audit 
data created by the operating systems. But these data contain insufficient information on 
network-based attacks (see subsection 4.1.2). In NADIR, which monitors the Integrated 
Computing Network (with its non-standard protocols) of the Los Alamos National Labo
ratory network traffic is not captured. It targets se1"11ice level activity on the service nodes 
that handle and log standard service of this special network [Ja+91]. This application is 
therefore not applicable for the monitoring of other (especially TCP /IP-) network envi
ronments. Separate network monitors with network interfaces used in promiscuous mode, 
e.g. the Network Security Monitor used in DIDS [Sna+92], will not be capable to analyse 
encrypted network traffic (between other hosts) to be introduced in the near future. Fur
thermore, this kind of network monitoring requires a broadcast (comparable) mechanism 
in the subnetwork layer. High data transfer rates, as provided by ATM and fibre channel, 
can cause an overloading of a network monitor. In AID, we apply a new approach which 
allows a recording of communication audit data on those network activities concerning 
the monitored hosts. This audit runs in parallel to the operating system audit. It provides 
more information than data created by the operating system audit contain. Therefore it 
supports to a greater extent a detailed backtracing of network attacks. 

Data created by audit refer to (real) user identifiers. They are analysed in this form 
by intrusion detection systems. Thus, privacy issues of all monitored users are affected, 
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regardless of their real behaviour in information technology-systems. This comes into 
conflict with privacy criteria as necessity and reasonability, demanded in several privacy 
protection acts for processing and use of personal data. Therefore a consideration of pri
vacy as a criteria for designing and use of such security functions creating and processing 
(security relevant) personal data is required. First steps towards a privacy oriented intru
sion detection with pseudonymous audit and pseudonymized user-related reference profiles 
were done with IDA [Fi92], a kernel integrated intrusion detection component. IDA was 
implemented in a simulated MULTICS security kernel. We have developed a new concept 
for a central privacy-oriented network monitoring which is based on pseudonymous audit. 
Audit data are analyzed in pseudonymous presentation by AID. Only if suspicious or 
obvious intrusive behaviour of a user acting under a certain pseudonym is detected, his 
real identity is determined, corresponding to the mentioned privacy criteria. 

There are two dominating concepts in automated audit analysis, the signature analysis 
(detection of known and hypothetical attacks) and the detection of anomalies [AnSO, 
De86] possibly indicating security violations. Most rule based approaches in the field of 
signature analysis are ascribable to state-oriented descriptions and analogous forms of 
analysis. Compared with previous approaches, e.g. USTAT [Il92, Po92], we provide a 
further developed state oriented signature modelling and analysis using deterministic finite 
state machines. This approach allows to detect attacks performed by collaborative users 
and splitting attacks. In addition it suggests effective countermeasures. To get additional 
analysis performance a second unit supporting adaptive detection of anomalies is planned. 

3 ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY OF AID 

The AID system is designed for a centralized real-time monitoring of a local area net
work. It provides an innovative knowledge based audit analysis. The system is used for 
investigating network and privacy oriented auditing. AID has a client-server architecture 
(see Figure 1). It consists of a central monitoring station and several agents (servers) on 
the monitored hosts. The central station hosts an expert system and a manager (client). 

The audit data are distributed created on the monitored hosts. They are (selectively) 
preprocessed and converted into an operating system independent audit data format by 
the monitoring agents. Then the audit data are transferred to the central monitoring 
station where they are buffered in a configureable cache of the manager. The manager 
provides functions for the security administration of the monitored hosts. It controls 
their audit functions and returns the decisions of the expert system to the agents. In the 
central monitoring station the data are analysed by a RTworks 3.0 based real-time expert 
system. If all audit data in the cache are processed the manager requests new audit data 
by controlled polling. Thus, the network load caused by the transfer of larger amounts 
of audit data is decreased. The expert system uses a knowledge base with state oriented 
modelled attack signatures, which are implemented as rule sequences. Information on 
running security violations, monitored hosts, users, who are logged in, other relevant data 
for the audit-based network monitoring and some control capabilities can be accessed by 
the security officer via a Motif 2.0 based graphical user interface. In addition, the expert 
system stores data on finished and cancelled attacks, and involved users in an archive file 
for further analyses. 

For the communication between the manager and the agents a security protocol is used. 
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Figure 1 Architecture of the AID system 

Originally we used the former version 2.0 of the Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP), which includes security functionality. Based on this we developed a SecMIB 
(Security Management Information Base). After the decision of the Internet Engineering 
Task Force to exclude the security functions from the final SNMP v2 we have changed to 
secure RPC (Remote Procedure Call) to minimize security risks in the field of audit data 
transfer and central audit control. 

AID has been successfully tested in a local area network environment consisting of 
SPARCstations running with Solaris 2.x and TCP /IP [So96]. 

4 MAIN FEATURES 

In this section, we present and discuss the innovative features of the AID development. 

4.1 Extended audit 

The information contained in the available audit data determines the scope of detectable 
security violations. The detection of intrusions in a local network requires audit data on 
actions controlled by operating systems and on actions performed by operating system
independent communication protocols. Both kinds are needed to get complete" snapshots" 
of all security relevant activities within the network. Because audit creates personal data, 
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which document user behavior, a privacy oriented design and use of this security function 
is necessary. 

Operating system audit 
AID runs in a Solaris environment. For this reason, audit data created by the Basic 
Security Modul (BSM) are particularly analysed (see Figure 2). The BSM audit module 

Solaris 
kernel 

Figure 2 Functionality of the Solaris audit 

is loaded during system startup. A configuration file defines which actions are recorded and 
how detailed. With each login a user gets a unique audit identifier that is unchangeable 
during his sessions regardless of temporary changes to other user identities, e.g. with 
su. Each process runs under the audit-ID of the user who initiated its start. First, newly 
created audit data are buffered in a kernel internal memory (kmem). Then an outer kernel 
process (auditd} writes these data in an audit data file. 

The tokens (data lines, see the following example) of an audit record in generally contain 
the following data: Who has accessed when, where, how, to which/whose resource ? The 
example (BSM-)audit record can be interpreted in a simplified way as follows: On 30th 
May 1995, 9.12:39,439938 a.m. user "sys" started (execve) the program sadc successfully 
(success, 0}. Owners of the program are user and group "bin". The program is unrestrictly 
readable and executable (555}. 

header,190,2,execve(2),,Tue May 30 09:12:39 1995, + 439938000 msec 
path,/usr/lib/sa/sadc 
attribute,100555,bin,bin,8388638,90819,0 
exec_env,3, 
LANG=C,PATH=/usr/sbin:/usr/bin,TZ=MET 
subject,sys,sys,sys,sys,sys,88,0,0 0 0.0.0.0 
return,success,O 
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BSM defines several audit events for operating system calls and high level actions, 
initiated for instance, by login or logout. It supports 278 audit events and 17 audit event 
classes. Currently, AID analyses successful audit events of the classes file read, file write, 
file create, file delete, file attribute modify, process, administrative, login/logout and exec 
and failed logins. These audit data are helpful for backtracing running attacks. They 
describe among others how security flaws in the process environment (e.g. caused by 
environment variables) were exploited or how an attacker gained additional privileges. 

Host-specific network audit 
The above mentioned audit event classes include only information for detecting host based 
attacks. The detection of network based attacks requires additional audit data on network 
activities. Some information is provided by the BSM in audit events of system calls, as 
socket, connect, send, belonging to the audit class network. These audit data are created 
if network activities are initiated on the monitored host. But they do not contain enough 
data for a detailed backtracing of attacks. The network related system calls form the 
transport layer interface, an independent interface to the underlying network protocol 
stack (see Figure 3). Therefore the BSM is not able to register network activities below 

service layer (e.g. FfP) 

...... !1:0..1!§1!!!!"!..~~-~~-i'!.Wfafe. ....... . 
(syscaU of socket family) 

operating transport layer (TCP) 
~ system 

kernel network layer (IP) 0 
£ 

subnet (MAC) 
[ 

~ 

Figure 3 Position of the transport layer interface 

the transport layer. Information provided in the subnet layer, especially MAC-addresses, 
are (only) locally relevant. The monitored network services are based on the transport 
layer and are therefore independent of these data. The network layer provides (the global) 
source and destination of an activity, e.g. IP-addresses of the communicating hosts. In the 
transport layer, data on service access points, e.g. TCP- or UDP-ports, and parameters 
of possible connection set-ups are available. 

On the other hand, network activities that are performed in the service layer cannot 
or only with difficulties be registered. The layer provides service specific information, as 
service commands, user ID's or resource names. There, it is, for instance, possible to 
distinguish if a put or get command of ftp was initiated. Furthermore, the assignment 
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of locally created network audit data on network activities, which are initiated on other 
hosts, is not possible. 

Figure 4 The kernel integrated network monitor 

Network based attacks are directed against certain hosts and should be recorded by 
the audit of these hosts. To get sufficient information on network activities we use a 
new approach, which we call host specific network audit [Ri+96]. It comprises a kernel 
integrated network monitor interacting with the protocol stack. It filters network protocol 
specific data and creates communication audit data containing source and destination of 
a network activity and the used services (ports). Currently, we are implementing the 
network monitor on hosts whose network traffic is relevant for an audit analysis. For the 
interaction with the operating system audit a uniform audit data format is used. The 
architecture is shown in Figure 4. 

Pseudonymous audit 
Audit is designed to protect information technology systems from misuse, abuse and 
other kinds of security violations. In doing that it creates personal data on user actions 
describing their behaviour in the system usage. To provide accountability the audit data 
contain detailed information about those subjects (users, their processes) that initiated 
the respective actions. An interpreted subject token is given below in the example. 

header,113,2,open(2) - read,,Mon Jan 22 09:34:32 1996, + 650002000 msec 
path,/usr/lib/libintl.so.1 
attribute,100755,bin,bin,8388638,29586,0 
subject,meier,meier,hiwi,meier,hiwi,854,639,0 0 romeo 
{token ID, audit ID, *• *• real user ID, real group ID, ... , login host} 
return,success,4 
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Thus, they can be used to invade the privacy of the monitored users. Even if a user 
acts under an abbreviation of its name, under his first or a nick name, it would be no 
problem in most system environments to get the real identity of the user. In UNIX this is 
possible, for instance, by using the system command finger. Up to now, the large amounts 
of audit data have caused no true privacy problems due to the lack of powerful analysis 
tools. \Vith the gradual increasing usage of intrusion detection systems this situation is 
changing. 

access control 
&BSM 
_--:;_ 

..... suspicious 
pseudonymous 

user 

Figure 5 Pseudonymous audit in Solaris 2.4 

To address the privacy issues which are affected by a sophisticated audit analysis we 
apply a pseudonymous audit to support a privacy oriented network monitoring. The 
subject identifiers of newly created audit data are replaced by pseudonyms before they 
are stored in an audit data file. This is done by the daemon process pseud (see Figure 5). 
The pseudonyms and the corresponding identifiers are managed in data bases, which are 
updated if new user accounts are created or others are deleted. Pseudonyms are created 
using a crypto function. The concrete storage of the data bases and a possible common 
use by several operating systems of several monitored hosts depends on the particular 
host configurations (stand alone, dataless or diskless). A stand alone configuration of a 
host implies the use of a separate audit data file and a separate pseudonym data base. 
The operating systems of dataless or diskless configured hosts write their audit data in a 
common audit file. They manage and use a common pseudonym data base on the server. 
A duplicate of all these data is also stored in the central monitoring station of AID. The 
audit data are analysed in the pseudonymous presentation. The security officer does not 
know whose audit data are analysed. If security violations are detected. the pseudonymous 
subject identifiers of the suspicious user are immediately replaced by the original data in 
order to initiate adequate countermeasures. 
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4.2 Knowledge based audit analysis 

One of the aims of the AID development as mentioned above is to provide an intrusion 
detection including adaptive indication of anomalies, and attack signature analysis. A 
comparision of both approaches shows that the fuzzy analysis outcome of an anomaly 
detection component will have a minor expressiveness than rule-based ones (e.g. expert 
systems). Nevertheless, expert systems or rule based equivalents are fundamental for intru
sion detection systems. They indicate when modelled security violations are detected. In 
addition, they can be applied autonomously. In contrast, the anomaly detection is (only) 
a supporting feature. It tries to indicate anomalies that are possibly caused by so far new, 
unknown attacks. They require rules that prove wether the audit data used for generating 
"normal", typical behaviour describing reference profiles really represent security conform 
behaviour. To get a preliminary working AID prototype we have first concentrated our 
efforts on implementing the real-time expert system. The implementation of an adaptive 
anomaly detector is being prepared. 

Rule-based attack signature analysis 
The basic unit for analyzing security violations in AID is aRTworks-based expert system. 
The implementation of attack signatures is based on the modelling by deterministic finite 
state machines (DFSM). For detecting attacks carried out by collaborative users we apply 
an attack oriented analysis. Usually, an attack consists of several sequential actions. An 
attack has to be in defined states after each (modelled) action. For the modelling of attacks 
we use the following definition of a DFSM: 

A deterministic finite state machine is a quintupel [S, I, 0, T, so ] with 

• S - a finite not empty set of states 
The set includes the states traversing an attack. 

• I - a finite not empty set of inputs 
The input alphabet are the actions represented by the AID audit events. 

• 0 - a finite not empty set of outputs 
For the modelling of attacks no output is needed. Therefore we assume that 0 contains 
only the empty word ).. 

e T : S x I --+ S - the state transition function 
A state transition t E Tis a tripe! [s, i, s'] with s E S, the current state, i E I, an audit 
event and s' E S, the following state. 

• so - a finite not empty set of initial states 
An initial state so E Sis not definable for an attack oriented DFSM-description. An attack 
begins with a first significant action (transition). 

To describe an attack we have to identify the significant actions of the attack and the 
context conditions required to progress the attack. Then we have to check if there are any 
actions, which change these conditions in such a way that the attack cannot be continued. 
If all relevant actions of an attack are identified we can describe the possible states. We 
use state transition diagrams to visualize the actions and states of an attack signature. 

In the following example we describe the modelling principle for a Trojan Horse attack. 
The example attack exploits security flaws of the setuid-, the #1/bin/sh-mechanism and 
the environment variable PATH in older UNIX versions. (The PATH variable determines 
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which subdirectories are searched for executable programs and in which sequence by the 
operating system.) We assume that the attacker has access to a certain setuid shell script, 
the system administrator (root) is the owner of the script and it is unrestrictly readable. 
The first attack action, the execution of the script, is combined with the condition, that 
the PATH variable of the attacker is set to "/tmp", see the following command line 5. 

1 > more script_fi1e 
#!/bin/sh 
ps -1 
2 > 1s -1 script_fi1e 
-rwsr-xr-x 1 root root 16 Feb 15 20:20 script_fi1e 
3 > more $HOME/sophisticated_prog 
echo 'whoami' 
4 > cp $HOME/sophisticated_prog /tmp/ps 
5 > setenv PATH /tmp 
6 > ./script_fi1e 
root 
7 > 

The following significant actions can be identified: 

Action 1: The attacker executes a set:uid shell script (f1) (owned by root) that contains 
the #!/bin/sh-mechanism. His PATH variable is set to "jtmp". 

Action 2: The shell script creates a new process. 
Action 3: The shell script executes the sophisticated program (!2), the Trojan Horse, 

which is named as the regular system command ps. The program is owned by the 
attacker who executed the shell script. 

Based on that the attack passes through three states: 

State 1: The setuid shell script containing the #!/binjsh-mechanism was executed by 
the attacker. Owner of this shell script is root. 

State 2: The shell script has created a new process. 
State end: The shell script has executed the sophisticated program in the previously 

created process (action 2). The attack finished successfully and is in the final state. As 
shown in the last output line of the example above, the Trojan Horse runs with root
privilegs. The output from echo 'whoami' demonstrates that it is able to compromize 
the information technology system! 

Now we have to look for actions that change conditions in such a way that the attack 
cannot be continued. In our example it may be possible that the shell script or its child 
process are terminated (audit event(s) exit), e.g. by the site security officer. Consequently, 
we have two additional actions and related exit states (see Figure 6). To distinguish the 
father- and child-process we identify the running shell script f1 with pid1 and the running 
Trojan Horse .f2 with pid2. (Note: Some child processes can be started!) 

For implementing the knowledge base we use rules and frames. These mechanisms 
are provided by the programming language of the expert system shell. We implemented 
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penn(fl) = setuid 
penn(fl) = XOTH 
script(fl)=true 
owner(fl) <> auditiD 
test_path(env) =true 

Figure 6 The state transition diagram of the Trojan Horse-(PATH-)attack 

host-, user-, process- and attack-related rules and frames. The dynamically created frames 
contain data on monitored hosts, active users and processes and on current states of the 
running attacks. The data in the frames is updated by rules, e.g. host-related rules include 
or exclude hosts in the monitoring process. The corresponding frames store the host name, 
its (IP-)address, the current number of active users and running attacks. Process-related 
frames are used for mapping of process-ID's to the program names. Thus, a program 
involved in an attack can be identified. These data are updated by rules which are fired 
by audit events as exec, execve, fork or exit. The monitoring data in the attack-frames is 
conform to the used operating system independent audit record format. 

Attacks can be in one of the following common states running, aborted and finished. 
An attack is running if at least one first significant action is performed and the current 
state is not a final state. There are two final states: aborted and finished. Either an attack 
was aborted (possibly terminated by the security officer) or it was finished successfully. 
Based on that we use different kinds of rules. There are rules, which search for beginning 
or progressing attacks, rules, which prematurely have been finished, and special rules 
searching for the renaming of resources in file oriented attacks. 

In addition we have to consider that an attack is attached to the existence of dedicated 
resources (files, processes). Therefore we distinguish file oriented and process oriented 
attacks. 

• A file oriented attack requires access to a certain file for a successful progress. These 
attacks can be carried out by several users in cooperation. Possible renamings of such 
files must be detected by the expert system, otherwise the attack gets lost for the 
analysis. A deletion of the file aborts the attack. 

• In a process oriented attack all significant activities must be performed by the same 
process. Such an attack can only be carried out by a single user. If the process termi
nates, e.g. it is cancelled by the security officer before the attack will be completed, 
the attack is stopped. Some of these attacks can split into several processes. The first 
significant action is executed by the father process, the further actions by child proces
ses. The expert system has to monitor all these child processes. It is difficult to detect 
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the premature end of such an attack because in some cases the child processes can 
succesfully complete an attack although the father process has already been finished. 
We call such attacks splitting attacks. 

Towards an adaptive anomaly detector 
Originally we favoured recurrent extensions of the multi layer perceptron [Jo86, El89] as 
technological base for an adaptive anomaly detector. This approach was motivated by the 
ability of these artificial neural net models in processing and classification of sequential, 
time-related data. A software simulation of a .Jordan net was implemented and tested. 
Our tests had shown, that it is difficult to find action sequences which represent typical 
behaviour patterns of certain monitored users and that user behaviour strongly depends 
on their character, mentality, state of mind and changing tasks at work. The underlay
ing supervised learning algorithm seems inappropriated, because there is no international 
accepted mathematical prove for its convergence unlike to the standard multi layer percep
tron [McCleRu86]. Consequently we changed to another neural net model. Preparations 
for the implementation and test of an adaptive feature map [Ko89] based analysis unit 
are under way. 

5 FINAL REMARKS 

We have presented the intrusion detection system AID. It provides new features for a 
centralized real-time monitoring of a local area network. The features comprise a new 
network auditing, functions which support the enforcing of privacy requirements and a 
sophisticated audit analysis using knowledge based techniques. The first AID prototyp 
has been implemented and successfully tested in a Solaris environment. It analyses audit 
data created by the operating system. Consequently, this version still represents a distri
buted intrusion detection system. After having finished the implementation of the kernel 
integrated network monitors, AID will be a network intrusion detection system. 

The RTworks based expert system has been installed on a SPARCstatjon 5. Currently, 
100 attack describing rules are implemented. They can detect 10 attacks, e.g. several 
Trojan Horse-attacks. In this configuration and under the assumption of normal system 
load on the monitoring hosts (maximal 2 working users, no patching in progress), the 
expert system analyses 13 MBytes in 5 minutes. The tests have shown that the prototype 
can monitor up to 8 hosts. 

In a following development step defense features will be added to AID, which then 
will be called AID2 (Adaptive Intrusion Detection & Defense system). These functions 
provide active countermeasures against detected security violations and for self-protection. 
Furthermore, the modelling of attacks by means of the DFSM will be extended to network 
based-, race condition- and denial of service-attacks. 
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